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By the end of
this
presentation….

Understand the value game-based instruction can have
in eﬀectively teaching primary source literacy skills to
participants
Recognize the value of Springshareʼs LibGuides or
Google Forms as platforms for facilitating virtual or
semi virtual programs

Begin to develop a plan for designing a virtual
program or escape experience that facilitates
learning and engagement of primary, archival
sources

Background
In 2019 Henderson Library Special Collections
launched its first game-based instructional
program. “Secrets, Sources, and Swamp,” a
physical escape game experience in which
participants could work together to examine
archival collections in order to solve puzzles and
clues.

Secrets, Sources, &
Swamp: An Escape
Game…

129 students and 23 faculty/staﬀ representing a variety of majors
and departments participated in the 1-hour long experience
which only ran for about two weeks. It was one of the most
successful library programs to date.

“I hope that the library continues to
put on these escape room that
both myself, as well as future
students, can utilize and learn more
about Georgia Southernʼs secrets...”

-

Undergraduate
Participant,
Biology Major

Image Credit: Statesboro Herald

Impact of
COVID-19 on
2020-21
programs

Wanted to maintain the
physicality of the F2F
games but in a way that
allowed participants to
safely, socially-distance

Looked to Museums
and Public Libraries for
inspiration regarding
virtual programming digital escape games
were increasingly
popular

Identify the best tool and
platforms for adapting
current and future game
designs

Creating an
Immersive Game
Experience Virtually
Game immersion and the
visual and auditory details
were the most successful in
the physical escape room.
Inspiration game in the form
of commercial mystery
subscription boxes
Image Credit: truecrimpodcasts.co

Semi-Virtual Game Plan

HOW WE
ANTICIPATED
THE GAME
WORKING…

01

Players would examine
clues including replicas
of archival and
historical materials
available to them in the
“Box Kit”

02

Players would use the
items to examine digital
clues and puzzles on
the digital game
mechanism. Clues
would recreate the
archival research
process

03

After successfully
opening one of the
digital “locks” the
player would be
reworded with a
coded clue to help
solve the final puzzle.

Semi-Virtual Game Plan

HOW WE
ANTICIPATED
THE GAME
WORKING…

04

Players would use all five
coded clues in order to
solve the semi-final game
puzzle, provided the
players with a cipher.

05

Players would translate
the final message using
the cipher - winning the
game.

Designing a
Game (any
format)

Storyline
Consider the strength of
your archival collections
and your collection
scope. What narratives
or themes arise from the
documents?

Task
Provide participants with a
task. This is most easily
accomplished by situating
your participants in the
middle of the archival
research process.

Puzzles
Work backwards from Primary
Sources Literacy Guidelines to
inspire puzzles. This can be
achieved by having a participant
replicate a desired action or
process in archival research
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Puzzle Design Process
Step 1

Step 2

Puzzle tasks were created
using backwards-design
and the Guidelines for
Primary Source Literacy
developed by
SAA-ACRL/RBMS Joint
Task Force.

E.g. “Provide
participants with a
list of needed
archival resources”

Step 1.5

Step 3

We used real-world
scenarios and discoveries
of our researchers as a
source of inspiration.

Incorporate the
virtual platform as
with additional clues
(or key)s as well as
the lock mechanism

Puzzle Design Process
SLO

“Key”

“Understand that a
primary source may exist
in a variety of
iterations…” (3B)

“Grandpa Johnny
had a connection to
this wild, wild place”

Solution
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Building Technical
Structures
Time and staﬀ constraints greatly
impacted our selection of a virtual
platform that could mimic the
gameplay of the
subscription-based games.
Priorities included:
●
●
●
●

Able to accommodate a
non-linear structure
Minimal disruptive branding
Easy-to-Learn
Cheap or Free
Image Credit:
insomniaescaperoomdc.com

LibGuide +
Google Forms
Players would be directed to the LibGuide aka
“Research Journal” by the directions on the top
of their box kit.
The LibGuide was organized by campus
“Sweetheart” building on pages. Each page
contained general information about the
building, some oﬀering subtle hints to bring the
clues together.
Diﬀerent locks appeared as images via
embedded Google Form widget boxes. Correct
solutions revealed a coded clue.

georgiasouthern.libguides.com/sweetheart

Building the
Box Kit
Players examined clues including
replicas of archival and historical
materials available to them in the
“Box Kit” along with an inventory of
items.
< $350 to assemble 10 physical kits
which was funded by Spotlight on
Archives Grant

Adding Final
Touches…

Immersive elements were
built in order to acclimate
the participants to the
time period

Create post-game
assessment to measure
student learning and
participant experience

Identify prize incentives for
winners

Adding Final Touches (again!)

Catalog

Marketing

Game Kits were cataloged by our
Collections Services team and
were made available similarly to a
reserve item in the library. Each
morning Specolle staﬀ would
check to see if materials had been
checked out and reset game.

Program was marketed through
the liaison program and through
the GS Librariesʼ website and
social media.

‘Sweetheart’ Exhibit
A companion exhibition exploring
the history of Sweetheart Circle
was created by Specolle staﬀ that
explored the history of the
buildings and their namesake.

21
Kits were checked out in three week program period. ~63 participants

100%
Participants thought GS Libraries should continue to oﬀer educational
games experiences

92%
Were able to identify more than two types of primary sources
used in the game

52%
Participants were able to successfully complete the
game, ~12% higher than the face-to-face game

Pros
●
●
●
●
●
●

More easily able to secure a variety of
archival/primary source materials
Play not dependent on
predetermined times or registration
Safe, socially-distanced environment
Accessibility
Staﬀ time
$

Cons
●
●
●
●

Diﬀicult securing faculty buy-in
Reluctance of participants to
complete assessment
Minimal physicality
“could use a bit more structure”

2022 Programming
Currently working on a F2F escape
game in partnership with the
Universityʼs Botanic Garden
The F2F game will involve a virtual
game clue based oﬀ of the more
successful puzzles of “Sweetheart”
Mini virtual game ʻgiveawaysʼ at the
exhibition kiosk will replicate the
semi-virtual format

Thanks!
Autumn M. Johnson
Special Collections Librarian
Georgia Southern University
autumnjohnson@georgiasouthern.edu
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